Energy Bill Review
Achieve instant energy savings by
optimizing your energy bills and release
funds you never knew you had.

What is an Energy Bill Review?
The cost of electricity and gas keeps growing every
day, increasing the energy bills of companies.
Energy price is an external factor on which we
cannot act, but we actually can assess the tariffs
and other elements of the energy bills which
increase our monthly energy costs.
An energy bill review consists of checking your
existing energy supply contract in order to find if
there are potential savings and to optimize the
energy bills.
For many businesses, the ever changing energy
structure can be difficult to understand, so will
make it hard to discover these savings in their
energy bills.
IMPACT Energy Solutions will help you to optimize
your energy bills, adjusting easily and effectively
your energy supply contract and choosing the one
which best suits your energy consumption.

Make an IMPACT
on your Energy Bills Today...
....Reap The Rewards Tomorrow
As a benchmark in energy saving solutions,
IMPACT Energy Solutions are always at the
forefront of innovative energy efficient
technologies and services. We provide our
customers with a full solution to reduce both their
energy consumption and their CO2 footprint.
By reading the following energy bill review
brochure, you will see how IMPACT Energy
Solutions can assists you in choosing the right
energy supply contract to increase your energy
savings.

How do I avail of this service?
The procedure carried out to review your energy bills is explained below:

1.

We ask you for the last 12 months energy bills.

2.

We review them without obligation to see if there
are potential savings to be made.

3.

If no savings are achieved, there is no fee. If we find
savings we will implement them on agreeing a 40%
of first year savings only.

4.

IMPACT Energy Solutions will review client energy
bills for the following12 months to ensure all
savings measures have been adhered to by the
relevant energy supplier.

Benefits







Release funds you never
knew you had
Provide funding for new
energy efficient projects
Beat the energy price
hikes
Have piece of mind that
you have control over
your energy bill
Ensure you are not using
excess energy

What we do
There are 5 main factors that affect your energy bills and which will be assessed by
IMPACT Energy Solutions

• Tariffs
There are a range of electricity and gas tariffs available to customers. Most
businesses are not aware of the types of tariffs available and find it difficult to select
the most appropriate tariff for their consumption pattern. Some businesses are
actually on the incorrect tariff and are therefore paying more for their electricity and
their gas than they need to be. We will advise on and implement the best tariff for
each electricity and gas account.

• Maximum Import Capacity (MIC)
The Maximum Import Capacity is the capacity level which is required by a business. In
order words, the MIC is the connection agreement between your electricity account
and ESB Networks. This is an important factor for several reasons. First of all, the MIC
is the capacity that ESB Networks commits to deliver to your company. This value also
represents the maximum load that you can import from the electricity network for
your business. If the MIC is not the appropriate, you can incur important connection
charges. It can be too high or too low for your needs. In both situations it means an
extra charge. If the MIC is too high, you may be paying for more capacity than you
require. In case MIC is too low, you will pay penalty charges.

• Supplier Offers
There are a number of electricity suppliers in the
market. Depending on the consumption and demand
profile of your business, there are supplier offers there
to suit your needs. Each supplier has its own pricing
and tariff structure and customers find it confusing to
select the best supplier offer for their particular
electricity patterns. As with any market, knowledge of
its movements and how it operates gives invaluable
leverage to purchasers. We will analyse the energy
market supplier offers and select the most competitive
price for each electricity account.

• Low Power Factor
In an electric power system, a load with a low power
factor draws more current than a load with a high
power factor for the same amount of useful power
transferred. This is why the electricity supplier levies
a charge for ‘wattles’ or ‘low power factor’, which is
when the level of this factor drops below 0.95. In
commercial premises, there are likely to be items of
electrical equipment that require wattless energy to
operate. Wattless energy is measured separately
from your general units, and if you exceed a certain
limit, it will give rise to separate charges. These
unnecessary charges can easily be eliminated if
reviewed.

• Incorrect Meter Readings
This factor is becoming more and more common in
small to medium sized commercial businesses. ESB
Networks only read the meter maximum four
times per year, normally twice. We have found that many businesses are being
charged for incorrect meter reads. Installing an on-line meter would eradicate any
incorrect meter reads and also under/overestimated reads. Energy Sense Ireland
will help you to deal with this issue by contacting ESB Networks.
The above price factors greatly influence the unit price of electricity that a business
pays for its energy purchases. By using our extensive experience in energy bill reviews,
IMPACT Energy Solutions can assess your bills thoroughly, ensuring that you are
paying the lowest price for electricity purchase

At IMPACT Energy, you will get a total energy bill solution.
Contact us today to start your savings.

www.impactenergy.ie

